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dc.description.eng: # movie story : alibaba, (dharmendra) a native of guleba is in love with marjina
(hema malini). the town has a ruler, abu hasan. guleban is terrorized by dacoits. ali baba hears the

password to the door of the cave of the dacoits and takes a lot of jewels from the cave. his brother is
killed by the dacoits as he forgets the password and is trapped inside. a young girl whose father has
been murdered by the dacoits (zeenat aman) has a score to settle with abu hasan. abu hasan turns

out to be the head of the dacoits and he comes to know that ali baba visits the cave. he hides the 40
thieves in large urns to kill ali baba. ali baba comes to know of this and kills them all. he brings to
light the startling truth that their own ruler heads the dacoits! alibaba, (dharmendra) a native of

guleba is in love with marjina (hema malini). the town has a ruler, abu hasan. guleban is terrorized
by dacoits. ali baba hears the password to the door of the cave of the dacoits and takes a lot of

jewels from the cave. his brother is killed by the dacoits as he forgets the password and is trapped
inside. a young girl whose father has been murdered by the dacoits (zeenat aman) has a score to

settle with abu hasan. abu hasan turns out to be the head of the dacoits and he comes to know that
ali baba visits the cave. he hides the 40 thieves in large urns to kill ali baba. ali baba comes to know
of this and kills them all. he brings to light the startling truth that their own ruler heads the dacoits!

the adventure of ali baba and 40 thieves full movie. this is a hindi movie and available in 720p &
480p qualities for your mobile/tablet/computer. this movie is based on action, adventure, family,

fantasy, romance. this movie is available in hd print so you can click on the download button below
to download the adventure of ali-baba and the forty thieves (1980)hd print full movie on internet.
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All the videos of Alibaba 40 chor and Aladdin are present in this applicationIn this application,Alibaba
Forty Thieves Kiss,it is said that there is a bad result of greed,so do not be dejected.You should take

as much as you getAnd Aladdin's Lamp full episode in this application,friends,download this
application and if you like it,then the rating will go faster and the man can see more There are few

words about this movie. Alibaba Aur 41 Chor is a full movie of Hindi. It is based on Action, Adventure,
Family, Romance and Comedy. The film stars Vikas Khanna as Aladdin, Hema Malini, Sunny Deol,

Mahesh Anand, Amrish Puri, Vivek, Deepak Tijori, Anupam Bhattacharya, Manish Vatsya, Kulbhushan
Kharbanda. In 1991 film Alibaba Aur 41 Chor directed by Neeraj Pathak with duration time 80

minutes and streaming video/film length 60 minutes. It was produced by Rajendra Kumar. Alibaba
Aur 41 Chor box office collection (Bollywood) is Rs. 2.43Price and Release Date: DVD Rs. 495/Rs. 279
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